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The subject matter which is considered by us, is, for the different reasons, a stage, on which, last forty 

years the drama plot of mutual misunderstanding of the main characters, - owners of intellectual 

property rights, investors, legislative bodies. Participants of a plot have different interests and different 

degree of readiness and possibility to overcome this misunderstanding.      

They have different expectations, different language and different methods to overcome these existing 

contradictions. 

These groups of players are united with an indispensability of: creating and development of new 

technologies which give some insight into of the world around us; decision of complicated problems of 

industrial competitiveness in the country and improvement of quality life of a society even if they realize 

it in a different measure. 

The science, technology, law and capital are united here in system of coordinates: intuition – risk – 

progress. 

As far as possible, we shall cover in present article actual position of affairs, problems and ways of 

resolution of conflicts and we shall define place and role of "drivebelts" in interrelationships between the 

capital, science and technology, in view of a difference of national systems of regulation and current 

international practice. 

Bases and principles of the activity connecting scientific and technological development with the capital 

have been developed in 50-60-years of the last century by Tom Perkins, Eugene Kleiner, Frank 

Caufield, Brook Byers and other geniuses of art to correlate risk and compensation. It is a question of 

art, because intuitions and boldness are not studied at financial faculties. 

Contrary to widely known credo of British Venture Capital Association (BVCA) "Venture capital 

searches for risk ", no capital searches for risk. 

"Money which we made, actually were a by-product... We were encouraged by desire to create the 

successful companies which are being on an edge of impact, developing amazing new technologies 

which should turn the world" (The Red Herring, Issue 9), - these words of T. Perkinson's, an outstanding 

master of financial management, enlighten, even partially, precipice between Silicon valley and "valley 

of death " – as professionals name a phase when technological development needs "long term money " 

for its commercialization, and money from investor is not enough and it is left "to die", sacrificing to 

Molech of the market. 

 

                                                   It requires a great deal of boldness,  

                                                   and a great deal of caution,  

                                                   to make a great fortune 

                                                                   Meyer Rotshild  

   In practice there are three basic groups of institutes investing in an innovation: 

- Corporate venture, 
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- So-called "business-angels"; 

- Traditional venture funds.  

  They are separated by purposes, problems, principles of activity, volumes of assets which are invested 

in scientific and technological development, and also, often and often, by phases at which they are ready 

to invest. 

Corporate venture structures (they have various forms) are intended to increase inflow to corporation of 

new ideas, knowledge, technologies from the outside, that will allow to accelerate processes of 

modernization and updating of production and, finally, to raise competitiveness of concrete corporation 

at the market. Creation of corporate venture structures, being a part of their strategy of development, 

remains their internal business. 

Owing to venture capital, such giants, as HP, Microsoft, Apple, Oracle, Yahoo, Amazon, Google, Intel 

and many other things have grown from the small innovative companies. 

Traditional venture funds interest us in a greater degree, because exactly they are aimed at search and 

investment of the small innovative companies which have more potential of growth.  

Let's make a reservation, that the majority of experts converge in an estimation of a parity of the 

innovations presented and accepted to investment as 100 to one, thus, by virtue of brave character of 

investments, the average world constant on success of such financing was established within the limits 

of three successful projects from ten invested, but profitableness, depending on area of the application, 

floats within the limits of 30-70%. This percent comes nearer to speculative and is the mortgage of that 

the sphere of investment in breakthrough technologies will develop even in a presentiment of a world 

economic crisis. In this occasion we shall share our ideas with the dear reader in the end of article, and 

for now we shall return to the brief review of activity of various investment institutes. 

In an existing practice, as a rule, venture capitalist who heads fund or the company, does not invest his 

own finances in the company which actions he obtains. He is intermediary between the syndicated 

(collective) investors and the businessman. One of the most basic features of this type of investment 

consists in it. Venture capitalist makes independent decision on a choice of this or that object for 

investment, participates in work of Board of Directors and promotes growth and expansion of business 

of this company. But final decision on financing is accepted by the investment committee representing 

interests of investors. Profit received by venture investor belongs to investors, but not to him personally. 

He has rights to lay account with only a part of this profit. Any general partner cannot have personal 

investments into the companies in which partners can be interested, even in case if that in due course 

they refuse it. This principle fixes the high responsibility and prevents the conflict of interests. Even in 

that case when someone as the member of board of directors for a reduced price has an opportunity to 

get a part of actions, it undertakes to transfer their partners that they also could derive benefit from this. 

Profit is divided between partners with limited liability, and, thus, funds stop their existence. Newly 

created funds at initial practice had not the right to invest in those companies where previous funds 

invested.  

These principles are kept basically constant to this day. The organizational structure typical venture 

college looks as follows. It can be formed or as the independent company, or to exist as not registered 

formation as the limited partnership. In some countries the term "fund" is understood more likely as 

"association of partners" than as "company" itself. Directors and the administrative personnel of fund 

can be employed both by fund, and by separate management company or by fund manager which 

renders his services to fund. Management company, as a rule, has right for annual compensation 

(management charge), usually making up to 2.5% from investor's initial commitments. Also 
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management company or private persons, employees of administrative staff, as well as general partner 

can consider with so-called "carried interest " - percent from profit of the fund, usually reaching 20%. 

More often this percent is not paid until the sums of investments of fund, and, besides in advance 

stipulated return on investment (hurdle) will not be completely compensated to investors.  

In case of creating of limited partnership founders of fund and investors are partners with limited 

liability (limited partners). The general partner in this case is responsible for management of fund or 

carries out functions of the control of the managing director activity. The limited partnership is free from 

the taxation (tax transparent). It means, that it is not object of the taxation, and its participants should 

pay all the same taxes what they would pay if the income belonging to them or profit acted directly from 

those companies where they independently put their finance means.  

Owing to imperfection of national legislations, both new, and traditionally advanced financial markets, 

creating new venture institutes, despite of more than thirty-year experience of venture capital activity, 

continues to remain reasonably a challenge for all world. In the Netherlands, the Great Britain, France 

and a number of other countries, national legal systems reasonably are adapted for creating and 

functioning of venture structures. From the countries where the financial market is intentionaly and 

excessively regulated and controlled by the state, venture "escapes" into offshore jurisdictions. It 

concerns both to funds, and to the management companies registered in tax heavens, that allows to avoid 

the national restrictions connected with complex order of licensing and registration and undoubtedly "to 

withdraw" incomes and profit from national fiscal services. 

It is very important to understand, that management of other people money demands professionalism 

and responsibility. For acceptance of decision about investment in any venture fund by investors they 

should receive the answer for a question: why it is meaningful to invest exactly in this fund. (It is 

supposed, that these people do not feel lack in offers of a similar sort.) To provide them with detailed 

information, founders of funds at the initial stage let out memorandum where the objectives and of the 

fund, specific conditions of its organization and preference are described in detail. 

Other category of the investors, engaged in financing of breakthrough technologies – so-called business-

angels – have certainly less expenditures for the maintenance of professional commands. Any expert 

who has connected his activity with the market of venture capital, will give you a portrait of average 

business-angel: age - 40-60, education, as a rule, – high, range of vision – wide, previous enterprise 

activity – successful, level of adrenaline – above an average, intuition – excellent. No, they are not 

altruists, they do not invest in vain, they inject their means in exchange for a stake in the future hi-tech 

company, as a rule, actively and ably helping to successful development of the companies supported by 

them. 

It is important to emphasize, that, first, business-angel risks much in a greater measure, than all the 

others venture capitalists, but much the smaller sums of money (usually business-angels invest in the 

enterprise from several tens thousand up to several hundreds thousand dollars), and, secondly, they 

make investments into the earliest stages of progress of the companies when the risk is maximal, but the 

volume of required means is comparatively insignificant.  

There is also one more feature of business-angels’ activity - they execute all the documents, which are 

necessary for granting of investments to new company, with much smaller overhead charge (being 

limited to not too deep examination of ideas and projects, less careful accounting and legal audit, that 

essentially reduces expenses though the risk of investment in the little-known company raises actually). 

Business-angels reach reduction of risk due to another - investing means at once in several projects, i. e. 

due to financing several new companies that as a result necessarily makes rather high profit. For this 
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reason they also are ready to risk, and owing to it also the problem of filling of a possible break of 

financing of the companies at early stages is solved (that prevents new small companies from getting in 

"a valley of death" which we already mentioned, i. е. in a situation when new company is doomed to 

bankruptcy, because of absence of revolving funds.) 

Where raised risk is required, but with probability of high profit at an investment concerning small 

means, there is mainly business-angels coverage, who are not casually named a basis of the informal 

market of venture capital. 

First, in exchange for the investments in venture enterprises they receive the stake of growing business 

promising in subsequent to give significant profit (for example, for investment of 100 thousand dollars 

in a starting stage the founder of the company quite often should give up to such "angel" 35% of its cost 

when it becomes profitable). 

Secondly, the state stipulates significant tax privileges for venture capitalists investing means in early 

stages of development of the small hi-tech companies.  

Thirdly, business-angels are not only given tax privileges for investment in the action of some types of 

not quoted companies, but also the discount from the tax to the income of a gain of the capital at 

reinvestment, that allows them to invest a part of the incomes received from a gain of the capital in new 

venture hi-tech enterprises with benefit. 

However though tax privileges also are attractive for business-angels, not they are defining. Skilled 

business- angel is ready to invest means in perspective, from its point of view, small company even if at 

all no privileges exist, because actively participating in maintenance of its successful development, he 

will receive profit which is much more than that it would manage to save due to payment of smaller 

percent of taxes. 

 

Whoever said money can’t buy happiness simply didn’t know where shop. 

                                                                                                            Bo Derek 

In spite of the fact that our review till now seemed to be directed only on the analysis of ways of activity 

of the various institutes focused on receipts of profit, our note has also other, supervaluable object of 

attention – innovations and their authors. 

Depending on technological parameters innovations are subdivided on product-oriented and process-

oriented. 

Process-oriented innovations mean new methods of manufacture organization (new technologies).  

Product-oriented innovations include application of new materials, new semiproducts and accessories; 

reception of essentially new products.  

Innovative process includes seven elements, which are joined in unified structure of innovative process.  

To these elements concern:  

Origin of innovation idea;  

Marketing of innovation;  

Assessment of innovation economic efficiency;  

Development of innovation;  

Commercial realization of innovation;  
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Promotion of innovation. 

 

When the innovative product is at a stage of origin is it an advantage or a lack?  

Basically, the finding of innovation at the first stages gives to it more prospects in the market. But a lot 

of depends on how long this product is created and accustoms. Therefore the more innovative process is 

quickly carried out, the more is probability of that the innovation will be a successful. Sometimes 

inoculation of innovation is stretched for long years, and for this period there are other innovations, and 

the innovative product as a result will not have big value anymore. 

Initially the person is the owner and the manager of those results which were born during his intellectual 

activity. 

The most conventional and accepted means of their protection is the patent. Nobody has the right to use 

the patented invention without the permission of patent owner. Otherwise, such person will be the 

infringer of the patent.  

Authors of development, ideas, technologies, inventions require services of professionals which we 

define as "drive belts" from idea up to its embodiment. 

These services can include: 

- Search of possible national and foreign partners and investors for commercial realization of 

innovations, including a covering of charges on foreign patenting;  

- Use of opportunities of the state structures in the country of residing and abroad for rendering support 

of innovative activity of small and average business;  

- Advertising of innovative products, particularly at national and foreign exhibitions, competitions and 

shows of inventions;  

- The state registration of objects of intellectual property (the inventions, useful models, industrial 

samples, trade marks, etc.) in own country and abroad;  

- Legal maintenance (agreements of transfers and concessions of the rights, license agreements, 

agreements about transfer of know-how, etc.);  

- Estimation of cost of intellectual property objects. 

Recently the protection of owner's production or service, its individualization and difference from other 

goods or services at the market is an actual and necessary problem. Duly defense and protection of the 

intellectual property rights  helps to solve it. For example, means of protection of the invention is the 

patent for the invention. It becomes means of protection of the invention in court in the case of release of 

similar production by unfair competitors. Complex defense and protection of intellectual property rights  

enables exclusive use of production or service, an individualization of the made goods and rendered 

services. Besides objects of intellectual property are as well the commercial tools. It is possible to 

concede, receive or give them in using. To benefits from commercialization of the rights for intellectual 

property objects, certainly, concern: 

- Bringing assets into intellectual property objects as non-material actives with their subsequent 

amortization, which allows the legal person to increase essentially the sinking fund, which is accepted 

by the majority of legislative systems;  
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- Receipts of incomes for transfer of rights for use intellectual property objects to the third parties within 

the frames of license contracts, that, in its turn, provides the legal way to not pay both extra profit taxes 

and value-added tax and thus to pay compensation, bypassing labor compensation fund. 

- Protection of production and services at the market from the unfair competition, entitling the exclusive 

rights to control intellectual property objects. 

Protection of the intellectual property arises in the case of regulation among interests of authors (creators 

and/or beneficiaries ), the legal persons who are directly carrying out creation and use of these objects, 

and also investors which finance creation, manufacture and use of the rights for these objects. 

Professionals provide a mode of confidentiality concerning the trade secret information, etc.  

Protection of the intellectual property arises at regulation of interests of mentioned above subjects with 

diligent and unfair competitors. Protection of the intellectual property also assumes aparty, in particular, 

in Chambers on patent disputes of the corresponding countries. The turn of the explanations connected 

with a position of the legislator in the different countries has come. We shall stop briefly only on a mode 

of foreign investments. 

Many states create number of obstacles for foreign citizens and the companies on a way to realization of 

investment activity in their territory. The states-recipients at times reluctantly give to foreign investors 

equal conditions with local businessmen (India was a typical example until recently). Some states are 

afraid of active bringing in of foreign investments into those branches of economy which are matter for 

national safety or make its basis; sometimes the reason is the protectionism. Rules about the admission 

of foreign investments can have different variants. For example, according to a bilateral agreement 

between Australia and Indonesia, the investment should be made "according to the law, rules and the 

investment policy applied during this or that time" (Sect.? Art.? 1). In the agreement between Malaysia 

and United Arab Emirates concerning Malaysia it is spoken about "the approved investments". The 

formulation related to United Arab Emirates: "... The investments approved and classified by investment 

competent authorities of United Arab Emirates according to the legislation and administrative practice. 

Agreements of Singapore with Great Britain and France contain the special positions limiting granting 

of a legal protection. International agreements in area of foreign investments are intended for 

maintenance of international legal protection, first of all from non-profit risks. The establishment of 

clear, available and sold rules which are improving investment climate and by that building confidence 

between states, acts as some kind of foreign investments stimulator. In encouragement of the foreign 

capital it is important not only a duty of sides to stimulate the companies to invest financial resources in 

other country, but also problems involvement of technologies, a know-how, modern management, etc.  

Following rules of law and positions act as the obligation of the state-recipient on encouragement and 

protection of foreign investments: 

- To provide and encourage the admission the recipient of the capital with citizens and the companies of 

other agreeing party on territory of the country; 

- To guarantee to foreign investors high standards of the reference, including fair, equal in rights and not 

discrimination reference, a most favoured nation treatment and a national treatment; 

- To provide a legal protection and guarantees for investments at international law, in particular 

concerning translation of funds and expropriation, including standards of indemnification, which is 

necessary to pay and by that to reduce an opportunity of any nationalization; 

- To guarantee access to the international means of the resolution of disputes for a case of their 

occurrence; 
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- To create favorable conditions of insurance of political risks that can consist in reduction of insurance 

payments; 

- To give an opportunity to the countries with transitive economy to provide guarantees to foreign 

investors, when they carry out legal reforms and by that to bring the contribution to maintenance of 

success of such reforms; 

- To provide protection of intellectual property, protection which has great value for investors, in 

particular in the field of high technologies and in some spheres of service, where the companies lean on 

such actives, as patents, copyrights. 

 As about crisis: the economy of a planet has overheated, financial crisis finally can render on it 

favorable influence. The most acute problem is a delay of growth of real incomes which dynamically 

proceeded last 9 years at a level close to 10%. Such growth in the near future, probably, is not going to 

be, deficiency of qualified personnel is the major accruing problem for the majority of the enterprises. In 

this connection a certain cooling of a job market is urged on with account obligations with which it is 

enough difficult to struggle for monetary and credit authorities; they urge on growth of nominal and real 

rate of national currencies. It demands, of course, the certain adaptation, but strategically it is going to 

be extremely useful, and in general, usually crisis stimulates modernization.  

In the presentiment of crisis the economical behavior becomes irrational at the high level, passion, 

audacity, intuition are activated as the natural opponents of  despair, panic, gregarious instinct. It is the 

ground for optimistic prognosis in the space of great planetary adventures, such as the investments into 

innovations.   


